
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

INTEGRATED FABRIC RESOURCE TO LAUNCH NEW MANUFACTURING FACILITY IN 

MEXICO 

ZEELAND, MI, July 14 – Integrated Fabric Resource (IFR) announces the start of an additional North 
American manufacturing facility in Irapuato, Mexico. IFR has had a sales presence in Mexico for several 
years and is following this investment with this announcement to better serve its growing Mexican 
customer base.  

IFR’s new building is located in the center of the Mexican Automotive Manufacturing Industry. With the 
additional production facility, IFR will increase their manufacturing capacity of textile-based returnable 
packaging systems, along with production of SpeedCell® Storage Solutions, a product of Holland Storage 
Systems. With the establishment of this new facility in Irapuato, IFR will have two manufacturing 
facilities and six sales offices in North America.  
 
“Our commitment to manufacture product in Mexico reflects the decision we made several years ago to 
begin providing our services for customers in Mexico. Our commitment at that time was to serve them 
with the same level of performance that our customers in the United States and Canada enjoy,” said 
President of IFR Inc., Doug Buma. “This facility and our Mexican operations team will allow us to make 
good on that commitment. We look forward to building on the relationships that we enjoy in Mexico.” 
 

History 

Integrated Fabric Resource was originally founded in 1920 as The Holland Awning Company. In 2014, the 
company changed the name to IFR Inc. which consists of three divisions; Integrated Fabric Resource, Big 
Red Resources, and Holland Storage Systems- provider of SpeedCell® Storage Solutions. IFR Inc. has been 
an Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP) company since 2006, with employees owning 25% of the 
company stock.  
 

About Integrated Fabric Resource 

Since 1992, IFR has specialized in the custom design, development, and manufacturing of textile-based 
returnable packaging systems and containers for various industries. The textile packaging products are 
utilized in various industries including electronics, aerospace and automotive. IFR Inc. services all of 
North America, with sales representatives available to evaluate and design custom solutions based on 
packaging needs. More information is available at http://www.ifrinc.com. 
 

(more) 

 



 
About Holland Storage Systems  

In 2011, IFR Inc. launched Holland Storage Systems (HSS). The HSS brand, SpeedCell® Storage Solutions, 
helps companies maximize storage space and optimize order picking of their products with dynamic 
storage columns. The vertical columns slide aside to reveal rear columns to improve full capacity of 
available storage space. More information about SpeedCell® is available at http://www.speedcell.net.  
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